WIEDEMANN UK

Wiedenmann’s six new products will take centre stage at stand C58 at BTME Harrogate. Known for their precision deep aeration, Wiedenmann’s additions grow their range by a further 20% and shows continued commitment to R&D and customers’ feedback.

Sales Manager, Chas Ayres, says: “Increasingly customers who have experienced the efficiency of one of Wiedenmann’s Terra Spikes want to see the solutions we have for artificial turf, mowing and collecting. We’ve just followed customer demand and it’s led us to half a dozen top new performers. Each machine shares in our philosophy to have easy-to-operate kit that always delivers on design and robust build quality.”

The new machines are:
- Core Recycler, uniquely clears and recycles hollow cores
- Super Pro PFL-1230 out-front mower, with 2.3m cutting width and ‘fold on the fly’ wings
- Terra 600, 4-in-1 collector with 4.5m³ capacity
- Mega Twister, blower with 390m³ air capacity and 230° swivel
- Terra Clean 160, artificial pitch maintenance featuring a cyclone dust extraction system
- Terra Clean 100, entry level artificial pitch cleaner without the need for a PTO.

At BTME 2013 Dennis and Sisis will be exhibiting the Sisis Rotorake TM1000, this popular tractor mounted scarifier gives the user a combination of scarification and linear aeration.

Available with either 1mm, 2mm or 3mm tungsten tipped blades and variable spacing options, scarification, verticuting & aeration can be completed while contra rotating reels ensure a clean and consistent groove. The floating unit affords fast ground coverage and working width and depth are 40mm and 50mm respectively.

Also on display, the Sisis Autoslit purpose-built, easy to operate pedestrian slitter is ideally suited to out of field and fine turf work to aid compaction reduction and water percolation.

The Dennis range on show includes the Razor Ultra 560 mower developed for golf greens and trees, cricket pitches and bowling greens. The eleven blade cutting cylinder is relief ground for improved cut quality and longer inter-grind intervals. The Raar Ultra 560 also incorporates heavy duty independent cutter and roller clutches for smooth take up, an ultra-short wheelbase for undulating greens work, tungsten tipped grommer to cut lateral grasses prior to cutting and quick height adjuster.

Cut width is 560mm (22”) and the Honda GX120 easy start, long life engine, with Q9 technology, ensures low noise & vibration levels. The Raar Ultra 560 is also available with a sevenbladed cutting cylinder, T-bar or loop handle option and powered transport wheels for fast transit between greens.

but weighs in at just 520kg.

Examples from Charterhouse’s extensive range of overseeders will also be on display offering a range of options from, pedestrian spiked units to introduce favourisable grasses to greens, to high capacity disc seeders which can improve fairways quickly and efficiently.

Charterhouse will also present its Rink topdresser line which uses a highly effective twin disc spreading system to precisely apply range of dressings to fine turf, all equipped with low ground pressure tyres to minimise marking and suitable for convenient fitting to a utility vehicle.

For more info on exhibitors – and even more details on the show – visit www.btme.org.uk

For full details on the show visit www.btme.org.uk